At LG, we know you have better things to do than spend time in the laundry room. We created the innovative TWIN Wash™ to help you divide and conquer your laundry by letting you wash two loads at the same time.

BIG LOADS ABOVE
Easily handles your biggest loads—including a king-size comforter and full set of king bedding in a single load, saving a trip to the Laundromat.

SMALLER OR SPECIAL-CARE LOADS BELOW
The one-of-a-kind SideKick™ pedestal washer fits below your LG front load washer to clean small loads that are a big deal. Tackle a load of darks at the same time you’re washing a load of whites above.

Also perfect for:
- Delicates
- Hand Washables
- Workout Wear

ALREADY HAVE AN LG FRONT LOAD WASHER?
Perfect! Add the SideKick™ pedestal washer to almost any LG front load washer from 2009 or later and watch those seemingly unending piles of laundry disappear.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR WASHER’S SPECIAL SPEED CYCLES
For example, LG washers with TurboWash® save up to 30 minutes per load, cutting wash time by half—without shortcutting cleaning performance, even on larger loads. Think of how many loads you wash every week, and you’ll see how quickly the time savings will add up.

DON’T SHY AWAY FROM FULL LOADS
Today’s huge capacity washers can hold more clothes than ever. Just make sure you don’t pack items too tightly, and also that the door of the washer closes easily. You may also want to adjust the amount of detergent that you’re using. You should still stay within the recommended guideline, but adding closer to the maximum amount will help ensure you’re getting the most out of your washer from a stain-fighting and cleaning standpoint.

USE STEAM TO REFRESH CLOTHES INSTEAD OF WASHING
Lightly worn clothing doesn’t always need to be washed. Steam technology in the dryer lets you refresh up to 5 garments in as little as 10 minutes to refresh clothes, remove odours and reduce wrinkles.

*Compared to an LG front load or top load washer without TurboWash.® Based on AHAM-HLW-1-2010 test protocol. Cotton / Normal or comparable cycle at default settings, 8 lb. loads. Excludes other LG manufactured products. Excludes quick wash or comparable cycles intended for small, lightly soiled loads only. Available on select models.
OPT FOR A FRONT LOAD WASHER

Today’s front and top load styles are both highly efficient, but front load washers are still the most efficient you can get. The angled tub requires significantly less water to clean clothes, plus they also typically have higher spin speeds. That extracts more water during the spin cycle, which helps make drying faster and more efficient.

LOOK FOR THE ENERGY STAR LOGO

In addition to washers, there are now select ENERGY STAR certified dryers that meet the strict energy efficiency criteria. Take the savings a step further by looking for the ENERGY STAR Most Efficient mark on select LG washers.

TRY COLD WATER SETTINGS

Heating the water used to wash clothes takes a fair amount of energy. But using the cold cycle on your washer doesn’t have to mean compromising cleaning performance. Options like LG ColdWash™ combine cold water with enhanced washing motions to penetrate deep into fabrics. So you get cold water savings with warm water performance.
There’s nothing like the feel and smell of freshly washed laundry. LG washers deliver outstanding cleaning performance for a wide range of fabrics, but you can help by making sure to read the care labels inside your clothes before washing them.

SORT, SORT, SORT
Sort laundry by fabric type, color and water temperature, dividing them into 5 groups for best results:

• Whites – everything white, underwear, t-shirts, etc.
• Lights – including striped whites, off-whites and pastels
• Darks – everything dark, including blacks, blues and browns
• Brights – reds, yellows, oranges, fluorescents
• Delicates – fine linens, lingerie, some synthetic fabrics

KNOW WHAT TO WASH (AND WHAT NOT TO WASH)
Items like shoes, backpacks, decorative pillows and stuffed animals shouldn’t be put in any style of washer. However, you can use the SteamSanitary™ option to safely clean items such as these in your LG dryer. For the SideKick™ pedestal washer, we don’t recommend washing bulky or buoyant items like pillows, comforters, cushions, heavy coats, quilts or highly absorbent items.

ALWAYS CHECK POCKETS
Cell phones and laundry just don’t mix. And an undetected ink pen or crayon can wreak havoc on an entire load of laundry. Be sure to check all pockets to ensure they’re empty. Select LG dryers have a hidden storage compartment that’s just right for holding whatever laundry day brings your way.

USE THE PROPER DETERGENT
High Efficiency (HE) detergents are formulated specifically for high efficiency washers. They produce fewer suds and dissolve more efficiently to improve washing and rinsing performance, and help to keep the interior of your washer clean. Always look for the HE symbol when purchasing detergent and be sure to follow directions for adding the appropriate amount to your LG washer.
ENLIST THE HELP OF YOUR DRYER
Options such as LG’s Wrinkle Care setting will tumble the load periodically for up to 3 hours after the selected cycle ends, or until the door is opened. This helps keep wrinkles at bay when you can’t immediately remove items from the dryer.

HARNESS THE POWER OF STEAM
From pants left in the “clean pile” a little too long to dreaded “shoulder bumps” in that shirt you’ve been saving for a special occasion, LG TurboSteam gets rid of any last-minute kinks in your wardrobe plans. Now you can give favorite clothes new life in the dryer in just 10 minutes.

IMPROVISE
If your current dryer doesn’t have a steam setting, slightly dampen a cloth and add it to the load. Then run the dryer for a few minutes to help loosen stubborn creases and wrinkles.

In a perfect world, you fold or hang up your clothes the moment the dryer cycle comes to an end. But work, soccer practice, grocery shopping and yoga class have other ideas. Luckily, you can enjoy every moment of the day and still stay ahead of wrinkles.

WANT MORE TIMESAVING HINTS AND IDEAS?
Simply visit LG.com/ca_en/twinwash for even more ways to enjoy a better laundry experience.